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Making Room: Digitizing Your 
Scholarly Output
HISTORY
 Theses and dissertations
 ‘Filler’ project from 2011 – 2015, total of 722 volumes from 1883 – 1922
 Goal of removing duplicate copies and freeing up space in highest traffic 
library for private and group study spaces (1200 square feet)
 Only electronic format accepted since 2006, hosted by ProQuest
 Post-1922 project includes 31,466 unique titles
We were asked, how many can you do in a year?
 Simultaneous with other digitization projects of scholarly publications (27,000 
non-project pages for every 97,000 project pages)
SCOPE
 Single-volume theses published in the 
years 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 
1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932 
for which two copies exist = 1,013
 started scanning in February 2016
 finished scanning in November 2017
STUDENT EMPLOYEES
 Goal: 2 dedicated part-time students at any one time
 Reality: 5 students over the course of 1 year (2 terminated, 1 floating)
 Undergraduate students
 10-20 hours a week, Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm 
 $9.00/hour









IDENTIFYING PROBLEMATIC VOLUMES 
 Copyright Notice Present (0%)
 Oversize Volume (1%)
 Fragile Condition/Damage (3%)
 Thin/Onionskin Paper (4%)
 Extraneous Writing/Highlights (6%)
 Limited Margins (11%)  
 Includes Photographs (12%)
 Double-Sided Pages (14%)
 Pagination Issues (16%)
 Fold Outs (16%)
 Faint/Fuzzy Text (17%)





 Digital Copyright Slider
 “This work is in the public domain and is available for users to 
copy, use, and redistribute in part or in whole. No known restrictions 
apply to the work.”
 “This item is protected by copyright and unless otherwise specified 
the copyright of this thesis/dissertation is held by the author.”
EQUIPMENT
Bookeye 4V1A overhead scanner 
 with Opus FreeFlow software
Fujitsu fi-6670 automatic document feeder
 with PaperStream Capture software
Triumph Cutter 4810-95 guillotine
 with new blade
BOOKEYE - PROS
 Large, flexible scanning area
 Page splitting function
 Finger removal tool, auto-deskew, auto-content, background removal
 Easy to manage several projects from several operators on a single 
computer
 Optional foot pedal
BOOKEYE - CONS
 Temperamental – frequent troubleshooting/calibration
 Proprietary – parts and user support
 Expensive to purchase and maintain
 Cannot run multiple processes at once – scanning/exporting







 Struggles with non-modern typescript
 Frequent cleaning with older ink migration to rollers, sensor, etc.






 400 ppi capture resolution
 Black & White (Bitonal), Grayscale, or Color (RGB) as necessary 
 Scanning as TIFs, but not keeping the TIFs
 Begin with title page, not front cover (unless a non-generic binding was used)
 File naming convention [author’s last name]_[publication date]_[bibID].pdf
STANDARDS
 Centered text block
 Straight text block
 Pages oriented properly 
 Consistent page width
 Appropriate color mode 
 No missing pages
 No duplicate pages
 Pages are in reading order
 No physical artifacts
 No digital artifacts
 No exposed page edges
 No bleed through
 Page numbers visible
 Text is in focus
 No wavy text
 No distorted text
QUALITY ASSURANCE
 100% vs. sampling
 Quality vs. quantity






@ 12 months = 600 uploaded
@ 16 months = 781 uploaded
@ 22 months = 1,013 uploaded
 Average file size = 33 MB
 Average number of pages = 113 pages
 Uploaded batches every 2 weeks




 support Open Access
 retroactively scanning Permission to 
Publish Forms and Release Forms
 embargo policy




 None of the project theses have made it into the Top 10 for 
downloads 
 Since project began in February 2016, the 6,325 ETDs have 
been downloaded 958,740 times
 User feedback
Working more efficiently with ILL department
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
 Redaction of advisors and committee members’ signatures
 Make contact with author via advisors or committee members
 Add missing page targets, similar to what you might see on microfilm
 Ability to cut out oversize materials allows for the best possible scans 
(and makes for great office art too!)
 Fixing cataloging mistakes
 Physically verifying every volume exists in annex (and that it really is 
the best copy!)
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
 Politics of destroying library materials, esp. ‘distinctive collections’
 Start collecting boxes for recycling now
 Long-term digital preservation
 Easy subjects (math, music, English) vs. hard subjects (education, 
engineering, foreign language)
 Opportunity to expand alumni/donor relations and gift back to 
authors
 Relocation of materials to another institution 
FUTURE
 More done, faster. But how? 
 Divide and conquer (in-house and outsource)
 Is it more about freeing up physical space faster or 
providing digital access faster? Or both?  
QUESTIONS?
Jocelyn Wehr
Digitization Services Coordinator 
University of Kansas Libraries
jocelyn@ku.edu
